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1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.2 Context and Purpose of Submission
This submission is in response to a direct request to the Tsilhqot’in National Government (TNG)
by the Prosperity CEAA Panel1 to provide information about Tsilhqot’in current use of lands and
resources and cultural heritage to address deficiencies identified by the Panel2 relative to the
Guidelines in the environmental impact statement submitted by Taseko Limited.
Section 2.6 of the Prosperity Guidelines states;
In keeping with the Guiding Principles of these Guidelines, the EIS must describe land use at
the site and within the local and regional study areas.
The EIS must identify the lands, waters and resources of specific social, economic,
archaeological, cultural or spiritual value to Aboriginal people, including Métis, which assert
Aboriginal rights or title or treaty rights, or in relation to which Aboriginal rights or title or
treaty rights have been established and that may be affected by the Project.
The EIS must include, where available, information concerning traditional activities, including
activities for food, social, ceremonial and other cultural purposes, in relation to such lands,
waters and resources with a focus on the current use of lands, waters and resources for
traditional purposes.
Traditional land use may include areas where traditional activities such as camping, travel on
traditional routes, gathering of country foods (hunting, fishing, trapping, planting and
harvesting) activities were carried out. Spiritual sites must also be considered as a traditional
use activity of significance to Aboriginal people.

With respect to the treatment of Tsilhqot’in current use of lands and resources for traditional
purposes and cultural heritage in Taseko’s environmental impact statement, the Panel’s
Deficiency Statement of June 24, 2009 (Sections 5.2 and 9.0) states;
The Panel requests that the proponent provide a more thorough description of the
anticipated effects of the project on the current use of fish and fish habitat in the project
area for traditional purposes by Aboriginal persons. The Panel anticipates that the
information required to evaluate the anticipated effects of the project on the current use
of fish and fish habitat in the project area for traditional purposes by Aboriginal persons
will be submitted by First Nations soon or in some cases following the finalization of the
“Procedures for Requesting Confidentiality.
...the EIS Guidelines require that “Any potential effects on the exercise of First Nations’
traditional uses and activities also need to be identified and assessed” in the EIS
(Section 7.0, page 12). The Panel notes that Taseko has attempted, but has not
succeeded, in obtaining current information on traditional knowledge and the use of
1
2

See CEAA Registry Documents #1013, 1041, 1047, 1079, 1086, 1088, 1114, 1115, 1093, 1204, 1260.
Robert Connelly, Panel Chair letter to Taseko Mines Ltd. dated June 24, 2009, CEAA Registry Document #1013.
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lands and resources for traditional purposes by potentially affected First Nations such
that the potential impact of the project on First Nations can be assessed. Such
information is important to enable the Panel to fulfill its mandate to ensure that the
information required for the assessment is obtained (Panel Terms of Reference, page 2)
and “to fully consider and include in its report information provided by First Nations on
the manner in which the project may adversely affect potential or established Aboriginal
rights or title” (Panel Terms of Reference, page 2). The Panel notes that both the
Tsilhqot’in National Government (CEAR #947 and CEAR #1012) and the Esketemc First
Nation (CEAR #921) indicate that they are prepared to submit such information to the
Panel, but that some or all of this information may need to be submitted in confidence.
On October 6, 2008, the Panel specifically requested that TNG submit written information about
current use by November 17, 2009. The Panel recognized that the information that TNG would
be able to provide might be incomplete and indicated the information provided by the deadline
could be supplemented with direct testimony during future public hearings.
This submission presents what TNG was able to assemble from existing information and with
limited financial and staffing resources. For reasons described in this submission, the maps
created to meet the Panel’s request to supply Tsilhqot’in current use/heritage information have
significant limitations due to the methodologies used in the studies which have generated the
data that support the maps. With the exception of the Ehrhart-English 2004 study, neither of the
two other initiatives that have documented Tsilhqot’in traditional use was designed specifically
to address the information needs required for generating a baseline suitable for an environmental
impact assessment. Consequently, the maps contained in this submission do not represent a full
and comprehensive depiction of Tsilhqot’in current use/heritage information in the areas that the
proposed Prosperity Mine may directly and/or indirectly impact upon lands and resources which
support Tsilhqot’in traditional use and/or directly on Tsilhqot’in traditional use activities and
values.
Just as importantly, none of the studies relied upon in this submission contain important
contextual information necessary to fully report on Tsilhqot’in current use of lands and resources
for traditional purposes and/or cultural heritage values. In particular, none of these studies
documented the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

frequency and intensity of traditional land use/activity on a geographic and temporal basis;
transportation and access routes and modes of transportation through and within the project
area of influence;
traditional activity/use costs (capital and operating);
numbers of Tsilhqot’in who engage in traditional activities/use and social or economic
factors that limit participation;
harvest levels by species;
country food/medicine consumption/use patterns and an indication of the economic value
of traditional land use/activity at the individual, household and community level;
factors (e.g. regulatory, historic, natural, competitive and/or conflicting resource uses)
which have influenced/continue to influence traditional activities/use;
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•

importance of areas likely to be directly influenced/impacted by the proposed mine relative
to other areas in the balance of the Tsilhqot’in Territory.

Notwithstanding the above noted deficiencies, the maps contained in this submission do provide
some perspective on the extent and type of current use and cultural heritage values engaged
in/held by Tsilhqot’in people in the geographic areas that may be influenced by the proposed
Prosperity mine project.

1.2 Organization of Submission
This balance of this submission is organized into four sections. The data sources relied upon to
create the maps are described in Section 2 and the boundaries and rationale for the mapped areas
are discussed in Section 3. The methodology employed to create the maps is presented in
Section 4. Finally, Section 5 provides an overview discussion about current use and cultural
heritage information depicted in each of the maps accompanying this submission.
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2.0 DATA SOURCES RELIED UPON TO CREATE MAPS
2.1 The Heritage Significance of the Fish Lake Study Area: Ethnography 3
In 1994, Ms. Ehrhart-English completed an overview of the heritage significance of the Teztan
Biny area for Taseko Mines Ltd. The report, which was included in Taseko’s Environmental
Impact Statement (Volume 7, Appendix 7-2-C), contains a series of maps about current use of
lands and resources in the Teztan Biny area for traditional purposes. The geographic area
considered by Ms. Ehrhart-English, shown in Figure 1 (yellow rectangle), covers an area of
approximately 22,400 hectares.

FIGURE 1: Ehrhart-English (1994) Study Area

Ms. Ehrhart-English’s report, in part, presents a series of current traditional use maps, based
upon information provided by a small group of Elders during a field trip to Teztan Biny and an
opportunistic sample comprised of 58 Xeni Gwet’in and 3 Yunest’in members aged 15 years or

3

Ehrhart-English, Cindy L., Harmony Human and Environmental Studies Ltd. April 7, 1994. The Heritage
Significance of the Fish Lake Study Area: Ethnography. Prepared for Taseko Mines Ltd.
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older.4 As discussed later in this report, the TNG 2001 study indicates that members from all
Tsilhqot’in communities utilize the Teztan Biny area. Therefore, Ms. Ehrhart-English’s likely
understates current use and cultural heritage values.
Ms. Ehrhart-English does not provide information about the gender ratio or age structure of her
sample relative to the total population, nor does the report identify the numbers of interviewees
within the three age group brackets (Elders, Middle Aged 35+ years, and Young People-15-35
years) referred to in her report. Twelve of the interviews occurred at Teztan Biny over the course
of five days in August of 2003, and the remainder took place in the two communities (described
as a door-to-door survey to identify persons willing to participate in an interview). Each
interview was conducted in the Tsilhqot’in language with the assistance of an interpreter,
recorded on audio tape and later transcribed into the English language. Additionally, each
interview involved the creation of interviewee map biographies which recorded the geographic
locations used by each interviewee for various traditional use purposes. According to the author,
the interviewees were asked to show places on the map that they had personally used in their
own lifetime, and thus the information from these map biographies can be considered to reflect
current use.5 TNG acquired the GIS files for these map biographies in order to respond to the
Panel’s request for current use and cultural heritage information.

2.2 TNG 2001 Traditional Use Study6
This study was designed, implemented and completed during the period from 1997 through
2001. One of the primary objectives of the study was to develop an inventory of Tsilhqot’in
traditional use. Primary research was accomplished using a standardized interview survey
instrument and map biography creation protocol to record information provided by individual
Tsilhqot’in members.
One aspect of the survey involved asking interviewees to identify locations on a map where they
personally had harvested an animal, fish, or plant for food purposes within their lifetime. This
approach is informally known as a “recall kill survey” which records the specific geographic
locations that an interviewee recalls harvesting various species. This methodology yields the
most complete and accurate harvesting information when implemented for a short period of time
(e.g. every three months to one year recall) and harvesters are actively engaged in the survey at
the start (e.g. provided with tracking sheets and maps or GPS units to fill out on an on-going
basis). In the case of the TNG 2001 survey, interviewees were asked to recall their “kills” over
the course of their lifetime. The main limitation of this approach is “recall failure.” That is, the
potential for an interviewee to recall every kill site location for every species over a lifetime is

4

Ms. Ehrhart-English indicates in her report that her sample included people who were agreeable and available to
participate in the survey, i.e. the survey was not based upon a random sampling or strategic sampling methodology,
but rather was done “opportunistically.”
5
Personal communication with Ms. English on September 30, 2009.
6
“A Traditional Use Study of Tsilhqot’in Territory, October 2001” prepared by Tsilhqot’in National Government
(and Archeo Research Limited and Paragon Resource Mapping Inc.) for Aboriginal Lands and Resources Branch,
BC Ministry of Sustainable Resource Management, Victoria.
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difficult. This is especially the case for smaller animals (e.g. rabbits, grouse) and gathering, than
for example recalling the location where large animals (e.g. moose, deer) have been “killed”.
In addition to recall failure issues, the “kill survey” approach has the following general
limitations:
•
•
•

the full range of geographic areas that an interviewee may have frequented over the
course of their life is not recorded;
geographic areas an individual has travelled within or through in the pursuit of
traditional activities during their life are not recorded;
the frequency of use and/or relative importance of different geographic areas are not
recorded.

In short, due to the aforementioned limitations, the “kill site” mapping approach generally does
not spatially record the full extent of land use and occupation by First Nations. This in
combination with the lack of supporting contextual information (e.g. recording of full area
utilized, frequency and intensity of use, relative importance) results in an overall understatement
and under-representation of current use.
In addition to the harvesting information above, the survey also asked interviewees to identify
the locations of other traditional use and cultural heritage places (see Table 3 in Section 5.0 for
listing).
The study area for the TNG 2001 TUS encompassed a large area in the south central Interior
Plateau of British Columbia as shown on Figure 2. The northern boundary roughly follows,
from west to east, the south shores of Eutsuk Lake, Tetachuck Lake, Knewstubb Lake, Finger
Lake, and the north shore of the Chilako River to Hixon on the Frazer River. East of Hixon and
the Frazer River, the study area extends into the Cariboo Mountains, taking in Well-Barkerville,
Quesnel Lake, Horsefly Lake and Hobson Lake. The eastern boundary largely follows the
Frazer River south of Soda Creek to Mt. Brew, just south of Lillooet. Westward from Mt. Brew,
the study area cuts across Anderson Lake and follows the height of land in the coastal mountains
northward to Stuie on the Bella Coola River, and from there, northward to Eutsuk Lake.
The study involved six Tsilhqot’in communities: Tl’etinqox (Anaham); ?Esdilagh (Alexandria);
Yunest’in (Stone); Tl’esqox (Toosey); Xeni Gwet’in (Nemiah); and Tsi Del Del (Redstone).
Training of researchers was done by Terry Tobias and involved two one-week workshops. The
interviews were conducted between April 1999 and December 2000. In the final year of the
study all of the spatial data from the individual map biographies was digitized and entered into
Geographic Information System software.
A total of 212 interviewees (11% of total adult population 18 yrs or older from the six
communities) participated in the traditional use survey, which produced 2,419 map overlay
sheets with 43,650 reported sites. Men and women were equally represented in the survey. The
mean (average) age of the interviewees was 52.6 years and the median age was 59 years (i.e.
50% were older than 59 years of age and 50% were younger than 59 years of age). Just over half
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FIGURE 2: TNG 2001 TUS Study Area

(54.7%) of interviewees were 60 years or older (in year 1999-2000), a third were between the
ages of 40-59 years, and 11.5% were less than 40 years of age. The under-representation of
younger people was a result of a strategic decision in the study design to give priority to Elders
and adults who were expected to have greater experience and knowledge about traditional use.
Although members from six Tsilhqot’in communities participated in the study, participation rates
amongst the communities varied widely. Interviewees from Xeni Gwet’in (31.1%) and
Yunest’in (20.3%) represented just over half of the 212 interviews. The balance of interviews
were: Tl’etinqox (21.2%); Tl’esqox (13.2%); Tsi Del Del (9.9%) and ?Esdilagh (4.2%). Based
upon the population size (n=persons 18+ years), the sample sizes for each Tsilhqot’in
community are shown in Table 1 below. It can be seen that the sample sizes for Tsi Del Del,
?Esdilagh and Tl’etinqox were significantly smaller than for the other three communities. The
low participation rate of these three communities likely has resulted in an understatement of use
throughout the areas dealt with in this report. In particular, evidence of current use along the
proposed transmission corridor may be under-represented, to an unknown extent, due to low
participation by the most easterly located communities of ?Esdilagh and Tl’etinqox.
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?Esdilagh

Tl’etinqox

Tl’esqox

Xeni
Gwet’in

Yunest’in

Male
Female
Total Interviews
Population
n=18+ yrs
Interviewees as % of
Population

Tsi Del Del

TABLE 1: TNG 2001 TUS Interviewees by Community

12
9
21

6
3
9

22
23
45

10
18
28

34
32
66

23
20
43

TOTAL
107
105
212

375

110

869

152

239

209

1954

5.6%

8.2%

5.2%

18.4%

27.6%

20.6%

10.8%

2.3 2007 Trial
The Supreme Court of British Columbia trial of Roger William, on his own behalf and on behalf
of all other members of the Xeni Gwet’in First Nations Government and on behalf of all other
members of the Tsilhqot’in Nation and Her Majesty the Queen in Right of the Province of British
Columbia, the Regional Manager of the Cariboo Forest Region and the Attorney General of
Canada (hereinafter referred to as the “2007 Trial”) was about a judicial affirmation of
Tsilhqot’in Aboriginal rights under s. 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982 (Aboriginal title to the
land and Aboriginal hunting, trapping and trade rights).
The 2007 Trial only concerned a specific portion of the overall Tsilhqot’in territory, falling
within the care-taker lands of the Xeni Gwet’in sub-community of the Tsilhqot’in Nation (an
area of approximately 428,000 hectares). The claim area for the trial encompassed an area
known as the Brittany Triangle and Trapline Areas West and East as depicted in Figure 3.
The evidentiary requirements of the trial forum are quite different than those of the
environmental review of the Prosperity mine. That is, to satisfy the legal tests for proof, which
require evidence relating to land use and occupation prior to contact with Europeans or the
assertion of British sovereignty over the land (1846), traditional activity/land use evidence
submitted at trial focussed heavily on past/historic occupation of the Tsilhqot’in peoples. There
was however substantial evidence in the trial record regarding contemporary use of lands and
resources for traditional purposes that was mapped. The final argument submission by
Woodward and Company7, legal counsel to Xeni Gwet’in and the Tsilhqot’in Nation in the trial,
includes a series of GIS generated maps showing Tsilhqot’in witness evidence about traditional
use, organized into three eras: (1) use within living memory; (3) use during the .?undidanx and

7

Supreme Court of British Columbia trial of Roger William, on his own behalf and on behalf of all other members
of the Xeni Gwet’in First Nations Government and on behalf of all other members of the Tsilhqot’in Nation and Her
Majesty the Queen in Right of the Province of British Columbia, the Regional Manager of the Cariboo Forest
Region and the Attorney General of Canada. Argument of the Plaintiff, Volume 1, Appendix 6.
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FIGURE 3: Geographic Focus of 2007 Trial

that portion of the yedanx roughly after 1846; and (3) use during the yedanx roughly prior to
1846 and back into the sadanx (the time of the ?esggidam).8
The spatial information contained in the “within living memory” era relevant to the geographic
area for the Prosperity Mine environmental impact assessment is shown in Map Series #4.9 This
information is shown on a separate map series due to map scale issues. The court generated
maps are at approximately 1:250,000 scale and the 2001 TNG study maps were created on maps
at 1:50,000 scale. If the 2007 Trial data was imposed on a 1:50,000 scale base-map, the level of
precision would be highly inaccurate. Map Series #4 is based upon the testimony of 11
individuals who provided a combined total of 608 recorded uses (points, lines and polygons) of
current use/cultural heritage places within the impact assessment areas covered in this
submission.

8

The .undidanx is preceded in time by the period known as the yedanx, including both the Chilcotin War of 1864
and the point when white people first met the Tsilhqot’in. The yedanx is preceded by the lengthy time period known
as the sadanx. The Tsilhqot’in know the people alive during the sadanx as the .esggidams. Universally, Tsilhqot’in
witnesses testified that the word “.?esggidams” means “our ancestors”. Elders identify the .?esggidams as the
generations of Tsilhqot’ins that lived prior to the times of their grandparents’ grandparents. The sadanx period is
deep history that extends back in time from the mid to late 1700s (2007 Trial, Final Argument of Plaintiff, Volume
1, pages 271-272, paragraphs 880-882).
9

Argument of the Plaintiff, Volume 1, Appendix 6, non-Exhibits J, K, L, M, N, P and HH.
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Harvesting-related spatial information depicted in the 2007 Trial maps was organized according
to the seasons of the year (winter, spring, early summer, late summer, and fall) and the types of
traditional use pertaining to harvesting were depicted in the following general categories:
hunting, fishing and gathering. Individual species for each of the three categories were not
recorded. For purposes of presentation for this submission, Map #4A/B illustrates all
information from the court maps for hunting (both large and small animals), Map #4C illustrates
information for fishing, Map #4D illustrates information for gathering, and Map #4E depicts
areas reported to be used for grazing purposes.
The “within living memory” spatial series also includes data included in a category named
“physical sites.” For purposes of presentation for this submission, various activities, sites and
infrastructure have been re-organized into two category or theme areas of “occupation” and
“cultural heritage” similar to those used for Map Series #1 through #3 (see Table 3 in Section
5.0).
The information depicted on Map Series #4 provides additional perspective on Tsilhqot’in
current use and cultural heritage values, but again understates the full extent of use and values in
the area likely to be influenced by the proposed Prosperity mine for the following reasons:
a) the majority of the area likely to be influenced by the proposed mine was not

b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

considered in the 2007 Trial, i.e. with the exception of the Eastern Trapline area, the
Trial focussed on areas west of the Dasiqox;
the focus of the 2007 Trial was focussed on presenting evidence of historic, not
current, occupation and traditional use;
the focus of the 2007 Trial was on presenting evidence for establishing hunting and
trapping rights;
due to (c) the Trial evidence has limited information about Tsilhqot’in fishing
activities;
due to (a) and (b) a limited number of witnesses (11) provided evidence on current use
in the area considered in this submission; and,
the 2007 Trial claim area was extensive and detailed evidence about current traditional
use from a large sample of Tsilhqot’in members, which would be expected to be
documented for an environmental impact assessment, was not the objective of that
Trial.

3.0 MAP COVERAGE AND RATIONALE
The spatial information concerning current use of lands and resources for traditional purposes
and cultural heritage contained in this submission are presented for three geographic areas: (1)
the vicinity of the proposed Prosperity Mine; (2) along the Dasiqox and Taseko Lake Road
corridors; and (3) along the proposed transmission line from the Frazer River to the proposed
mine site. These three “study areas” combined cover approximately 223,283 hectares and the
outer boundary of these combined areas is shown on Figure 4.
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FIGURE 4: General Location of Geographic Area Depicted on Map Series

3.1

Map Series #1-Vicinity of Proposed Prosperity Mine Site

Map Series #1 illustrates current use and cultural heritage values within the mine site, Taseko’s
“maximum disturbance area” and in an area 10 kilometres outside of the “maximum disturbance
area.” The 10 kilometre buffer zone is included so that the CEAA Panel and Taseko are made
aware of the nature of current use/cultural heritage values within the vicinity of the proposed
mine that may potentially be impacted. For example, Bisqox (Beece Creek), Wasp Lake and the
lower reach of Teztan Yeqox (Fish Creek) are outside of Taseko’s “maximum disturbance area”,
however, the EIS indicates that the natural water regime of these water bodies will be altered.
For example, Jididzay Biny (Onion Lake) and the upper reach of Dasiqox (Taseko River) is
outside of Taseko’s “maximum disturbance area”, however, the EIS indicates that their project
may negatively impact on the water quality of Jididzay Biny, which drains into Dasiqox.
The data sets used to create the maps in Series #1 included the TNG 2001 study and the EhrhartEnglish 2004 study. The Ehrhart-English study area (22,400 hectares in size) falls entirely
within the Map Series #1 boundary but does not cover the entire area depicted in this map series.
The Ehrhart-English study area represents about 10% of the total area covered by Map Series 1 3 (shown in Figure 4 as the small darker yellow rectangle) as illustrated in Figure 5.
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FIGURE 5: Extent of Ehrhart-English Study Area and 2007 Trial Focus Area
Relative to Current Use/Cultural Heritage Submission Mapped Area

3.2 Map Series #2-Taseko Lake Road and Dasiqox Corridors
Map series #2 illustrates current use and cultural heritage values within 5 kilometres either side
of the Taseko Lake Road from the northern boundary of the Map 1 series to Highway #20 and
within 5 kilometres either side of the Dasiqox to the confluence with the Tŝilhqox (Chilko
River), a place known as ?Elhixidlin.10 Information for these geographic areas is included so
that the CEAA Panel and Taseko are made aware of the nature of current use/cultural heritage
values that may potentially be impacted during the construction, operation and decommissioning
phases of the proposed Prosperity Mine. In the case of the road corridor, the proposed mine will
involve, for example, increased traffic volumes, activity, noise and dust, and increased potential
for wildlife (including wild horses) mortality and accidents. In the case of the Dasiqox there is a
concern on the part of the Tsilhqot’in that the project may negatively impact on water quality and
therefore fish populations and/or fish health, and therefore Tsilhqot’in fish harvesting.
The information depicted in Map Series #2 is based exclusively on data from the TNG 2001
study, as this is the only data set that covers this geographic area.

10

On contemporary non-Tsilqhot’in maps the Tŝilqhoqox is known as the Chilko River to the point where it merges
with the Chilcotin River. The Tsilhqot’in call the Chilcotin River above Chilko River Chuzqox.
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3.3 Map Series #3-Transmission Line Corridor
Map series #3 illustrates current use and cultural heritage values within 1 kilometre either side of
the proposed transmission line right-of-way (80 meter corridor). Information for this geographic
area is included so that the CEAA Panel and Taseko are made aware of the nature of current
use/cultural heritage values that may potentially be impacted during the construction, operation
and decommissioning phases of the transmission line. The information depicted in Map Series #3
is based exclusively on data from the TNG 2001 study, as this is the only data set that covers this
geographic area, albeit in a limited fashion.

3.4 Map Series #4-2007 Trial Data
Map series #4 presents current use and cultural heritage information from the “living memory”
maps developed for the 2007 Trial, within the three geographic areas covered by Map Series #1,
2 and 3. Again, the reader is reminded that the geographic focus of the 2007 Trial only covers a
portion (< 13%) of the geographic area selected for this submission, and is based upon
information from a small sample of witnesses (11). The aerial extent of the overlap of 2007 Trial
(55,442 hectares) within the geographic area covered by this submission is depicted on Figure 5
(lighter yellow shaded areas).

4.0 MAPPING METHODOLOGY
4.1

Map Themes

As explained in Section 3.0, each of the Map Series corresponds to a particular geographic area.
The data sources used to create the Map Series was discussed in Section 2.0. In brief, Map
Series #1 is based upon a combination of data from the TNG 2001 study and the Ehrhart-English
1994 study. Map Series #2 and #3 are based exclusively on the TNG 2001 study and Map Series
#4 is based exclusively on the 2007 Trial data.
Each of the four Map Series presents traditional use and cultural heritage information according
to seven major themes or activity groupings. The types of activities coded in the TNG 2001
study, Ehrhart-English 2004 study and the 2007 Trial maps were not consistent and therefore the
data sets for each of these studies were re-organized into seven common activity groupings as
illustrated in Table 2.

4.2

Data Buffering

Spatial data created in the TNG 2001 study, Ehrhart-English 2004 study, and the 2007 Trial data
occurs in three forms: polygons, lines and points. In some cases the persons interviewed in the
aforementioned studies described their traditional use activity by drawing (or directing the
interviewer to draw) a boundary line along a feature (e.g. I hunted along this trail or fished in this
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TABLE 2: Traditional Uses Included in Each Map Theme
Map Theme
Activity
Group #
A

B

C

Activity Group
Name
Large Animal
Hunting

Small Animal
Hunting

Fishing

D

Plant Gathering

E

Traditional Use of
Other Resources

F

G

TNG 2001 Study
Includes deer, moose, black
bear, elk, mountain goat,
bighorn sheep and caribou
Includes beaver, muskrat,
porcupine, groundhog,
marmot, rabbit, swan, crane,
grouse, ptarmigan, ducks,
geese, other birds, bird eggs,
and places where traps have
been set.

Includes all species of fish.
Includes plants harvested for
food (e.g. berries), medicinal,
ceremonial purposes and
plants used for dyes, special
wood and tobacco.
Includes drinking water
locations, wild hay meadows,
horse corals, rock/mineral
sites, and locations where wild
horses seen.

Occupation Places

Includes sites used by
interviewee or known by the
interviewee: cabins, tent
cabins, Jinats’editshish
(overnight sites), bark hut,
underground house, village
site, and gathering places.

Cultural Heritage
Places

Includes: social celebration
sites, birth/death site,
burial/cremation sites,
ceremony sites, sacred or
spiritual places, non-human
being places, health sites,
dugout canoe site,
landmark/legend places, and
rock painting/carving sites.

Ehrhart-English 2004
Study
Includes deer, moose,
mountain goat and bear.
Includes small animals
harvested for food and for
trapping purposes:
Beaver, muskrat, fisher,
squirrel, groundhog, lynx,
wolverine, cougar, coyote,
weasel, bobcat, marten,
geese, ducks, grouse.
Includes locations where
fish are caught using nets,
hook and line, traps, dip
nets, gaffs and ice fishing.

2007 Trial Data

No individual
species, all large and
small animals and
areas used for
trapping included
under heading
“hunting.”

No individual
species indicated,
shows general
fishing locations.

Includes plants used for
food, medicinal and all
other purposes.

No individual
species indicated,
shows general
gathering locations.

Includes drinking water
sites.

Includes areas
identified for
grazing.

Includes: cabins, occasion
camps, yearly camps,
corrals, barns, storage
buildings

Includes: cabins,
camps, pit
house/kigli hole,
houses, architectural
bridge, cache pits,
corrals, fences,
lookout sites, river
crossings, fishing
apparatus and a
category labelled as
“other forms of
occupation and use”.

No data in this theme
area.

Includes:
cremation/burial
grounds, places of
particular cultural
meaning or social
significance.
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creek) or around an area (polygon). In other cases, the interviewee pointed to a specific point on
the map (e.g. this is where I once killed a moose or this is where I have camped overnight).
All point features provided during the TNG 2001 study and the 2007 Trial Data (e.g. moose kill
site, cabin site) are shown on the maps with a 500 meter buffer zone, i.e. they appear on the map
as coloured circles. This was done for two reasons. First, these sites were buffered for
confidentiality reasons to ensure that the maps do not depict the exact locations of important
Tsilhqot’in cultural and heritage places (e.g. cremation site, rock painting) or important hunting
areas (e.g. mountain goat kill sites). Secondly, the sites were buffered for map readability
reasons. That is, without buffering the majority of the information generated during the TNG
2001 study would appear as “tiny dots” on the maps.

4.3

Intensity Values

Map Series #1 - #3 depict harvesting information (theme areas: large animal hunting, small
animal hunting, fishing, plant gathering and traditional use of other resources) according to the
frequency or “intensity” of information provided about a specific geographic area. Each of the
maps in these three series illustrates current use/cultural heritage information according to a fourtiered color scheme (light orange to darkest orange). The graded color scheme serves to
characterize the incidence (# of times a use overlapped for a specific area) and provides a
perspective on the intensity of use of an area. However, since most of the current use
information is derived from the TNG 2001 study, this gradation system illustrates where most
“kills” have occurred, but not necessarily the full geographic areas that are regularly used by
Tsilhqot’in for traditional use purposes, nor the full range of habitat required to sustain those
animals harvested. Again, it is emphasized that the TNG 2001 study has significant limitations
both in terms of “recall failure”, but also as discussed in Section 2.0 this body of work is based
upon a sampling of only 11% of Tsilhqot’in members aged 15 years or older. The following
example explains how the intensity gradation scheme works and how to read the maps.
By way of example, for the geographic area and subject matter covered by Map Series #1A
(large animals) let’s say there were a total of 100 “recorded uses” (kill site points, lines or
polygons for uses described in Table 2) for the area depicted on that map. Geographic areas
which were identified 1-2 times appear in the lightest orange coloured areas on the map. The
range for the remaining recorded uses or “hits” is then from 3 to 100. The second tier “3
recorded uses to 25% of all recorded uses” includes all geographic areas where between 3 and 24
“hits” occurred (100-3=97 x 25%=24.25). The third intensity tier “>25%-50%” includes all
areas with between 25 and 48 hits (97 x 50%=48). Finally, the last tier “>50% includes all areas
with 49 -100 “hits.”

1-2 recorded uses
3-25% of all recorded uses
>25-50% of all recorded uses
> 50% of all recorded uses

1-2 hits
3-24 hits
25-48 hits
49-100 hits
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The same gradation or intensity categories were used for each map in Map Series 1-3, although
the total number of recorded uses or “hits” for each map differ. This gradation scheme was not
used in Map Series #1-3 for maps F-Occupation Places or G-Cultural Heritage Places due to the
fact that multiple interviewees would have identified the same places (e.g. cabin site, burial
ground). Finally, this gradation scheme was also not used in Map Series #4 due to the small
number of individuals involved in generating this spatial information.

5.0 TSILHQOT’IN CURRENT USE AND CULTURAL HERITAGE
Information concerning Tsilhqot’in current use of lands and resources for traditional purposes
and cultural heritage is presented in a series of maps contained in this submission. Table 3 below
is an index to the maps contained in this report.
TABLE 3: Index to Maps

#1

Map Theme
Large Animal
Harvesting
Small Animal
Harvesting/Trapping

Vicinity of Mine
Site

MAP SERIES #
#2
#3
Dasiqox and
Taseko Lake
Transmission
Road Corridors
Line Corridor

#4
2007 Trial
Data

MAP 1A

MAP 2A

MAP 3A

MAP 1B

MAP 2B

MAP 3B

Fishing

MAP 1C

MAP 2C

MAP 3C

MAP 4C

Plant Gathering

MAP 1D

MAP 2D

MAP 3D

MAP 4D

Traditional Use of
Other Resources

MAP 1E

MAP 2E

MAP 3E

MAP 4E

Occupation Places

MAP 1F

MAP 2F

MAP 3F

MAP 4F

Cultural Heritage
Places

MAP 1G

MAP 2G

MAP 3G

MAP 4G

MAP 4 A/B
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5.1 Tsilhqot’in Current Use and Cultural Heritage Values in the Vicinity
of the Mine Site
Information about Tsilhqot’in current use and cultural heritage for the area in and adjacent to the
proposed Prosperity mine site is depicted on Maps 1A through 1G and Maps 4A/B through 4G.
During the TNG 2001 study just over one hundred interviewees provided approximately 1,630
“recorded uses” in this area. 11 This survey data indicates that members from Xeni Gwet’in,
Yunest’in, ?Esdilagh, Tl’esqox, Tl’entinqox, and Tsi Del Del all engage in traditional activities
in the vicinity of the proposed mine site. Additionally, the Ehrhart-English (1994) mapped data
is based upon interviews she undertook with 61 Tsilhqot’in members, 95% of whom were Xeni
Gwet’in members.

5.1.1 Evidence of Current Use Documented in Ehrhart-English (1994)
The following excerpts from the Ehrhart-English report (the Report) clearly point to the active
present-day use of the Teztan Biny by the Tsilhqot’in and the deep cultural attachment to the
Little Fish Lake area in particular:
•

Tsilhqot’in patterns of land use centre on yearly rounds that are consistent from year
to year.12 Ms. Ehrhart-English states that her field work revealed a pattern of hunting
and trapping in the same territory in the 1800s: “The tendency seems to have been for
specific families to go to, but not be limited to a favourite hunting area where they
may have had living structures and a history of habitation going back several
generations”.13

•

Amelia William, a Xeni Gwet’in elder, named direct ancestors and descendants who
had used the Fish Lake Study Area before her as their favoured area as far back as she
could remember (approx. 1860).14 The Report notes that members of this same
family were still using the area at the time of the study.15

•

Ms. Ehrhart-English recounts a brief history of the occupation of the Teztan Biny area
by the William family.16 The Panel is encouraged you to review this account of the
William family’s use and occupation of the area from the 1920s onwards. You will
note that this account describes a resident Tsilhqot’in population centred on the
eastern shore of Little Fish Lake: the Williams and Baptistes from Xeni Gwet’in, the
Seymours from Yunest’in, and the Hances from Anaheim, among others.

11

The Ehrhart-English 2004 GIS files do not contain the names of individuals who provided each recorded use and
therefore similar statistics cannot be provided for this study.
12
Ehrhart-English Report, p. 16.
13
Ehrhart-English Report, p. 17.
14
Ehrhart-English Report, p. 17. See Fig. 18-19.
15
Ehrhart-English Report, p. 47.
16
Ehrhart-English Report, p. 21.
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•

The Report includes a map of “Cabins and Occasional Use Cabins in the Fish Lake
Study Area” at p. 37. The William and Solomon family homesteads are located on
the east shore of Little Fish Lake. It is noted that these camps are clustered in and
around the proposed Project Area.

•

The Report notes that the area around the Little Fish Lake settlement “has numerous
trails and later wagon roads that served the people from Nemiah [Xeni Gwet’in] and
Stoney [Yunest’in] as they trapped in the winter and later started tending their cattle.
People from Stoney … earned cash income from trapping lynx, marten, and beaver.
Seymour, John Baptiste and later Jimmy William and his sons all earned money
trapping to buy food and supplies …”.17

•

When Jimmy William (Bullion, Bulyan) moved to the Fish Lake area, he purchased
the trapline that included the Little Fish Lake region (in 1938), and this later became
the northeastern portion of the Nemiah Indian Band trapline. Jimmy William and
later his sons used the trapline for many years. 18

•

The Report notes that “Henry Solomon … has been using the Fish Lake Study Area
since about 1950 … Henry started using the Little Fish Lake cabins and the haying
and grazing rights to the Onion Flats-Bullion grazing units in 1978 after Jimmy
William died [in 1971] and his sons and daughters moved out of the area”.19

•

The Report emphasizes that “The Williams return to the area to hunt and fish, gather
plant material and sometimes trap. Their sense of Little Fish Lake and Onion Flats
as home is still extremely strong today”.20

•

Ms. Ehrhart-English observes that “[h]unting, trapping, and ranching as well as
habitation have great significance to the people who use the mine development
area”21, including a “great economic and cultural significance”. 22 She further
describes a “strong Tsilhqot’in cultural interest, in general, in the Fish Lake Study
Area”23

•

The Report notes that “trapping and fishing … have a deep spiritual significance to
individuals that use the mine development area”.24

•

On this note, Ms. Ehrhart-English concludes that “the primary area from which
trapping has been conducted is Little Fish Lake …”25 and that “the Little Fish
Lake area has been used heavily by individuals at the cabin sites”.26
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Ehrhart-English Report, pp. 22-24.
Ehrhart-English Report, p. 24.
19
Ehrhart-English Report, p. 26.
20
Ehrhart-English Report, p. 26 [bolding added].
21
Ehrhart-English Report, p. 31 [bolding added].
22
Ehrhart-English Report, p. 48 [bolding added].
23
Ehrhart-English Report, p. 46.
24
Ehrhart-English Report, p. 49.
18
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•

Ms. Ehrhart-English further observes that the cabins at Little Fish Lake and the
surrounding area are “symbols of their culture and they represent part of what native
people speak about when they say the land is their culture. The range of emotion
associated with these sites is very strong, complex and powerful to native
people”.27

•

More specifically, she states, “[t]he most significant area of spiritual attachment is
the Little Fish Lake area where a series of cabins have provided a home base for the
cultural and economic lifestyle that has flourished in the study area for approximately
130 recorded years. The pre-historic record will extend that time horizon …”.28

•

She further notes, “[t]here remains those individuals who use the area despite the fact
they don’t live there. This type of usage pattern is being practised by the William
family today because of their continued spiritual and emotional ties to Little Fish
Lake and the entire study area”.29

Ms. Ehrhart-English interprets the two colour maps on pp. 40-41 of her Report stating
these maps “show very clearly that Little Fish Lake is the area in which most of the
activities and concentrations of people have occurred in the mine development area.
The reason for this is that the William family occupied the Little Fish Lake area for
generations. Loss of this area will significantly impact on this family and the Nemiah
Band in general.”30

5.1.2 Evidence of Current Use Documented in the 2007 Trial
Testimony by Tsilhqot’in members for the 2007 Trial about current traditional use and cultural
heritage values in the areas in the vicinity of the proposed Prosperity mine site includes
[emphasis added]:31
291. (b) Lloyd Myers is a councilor and former chief of the Stone Band, and was born in
1939. Mr Myers testified as to learning from his parents and others about ancestral
Tsilhqot’in use of the Taseko Area and the “Dzelh Ch’ed” (Snow Mountains), including
the areas of Taylor Windfall, Nabas (Anvil Mountain), Red Mountain, and other
mountains east of the Taseko Lakes for camping, hunting, fishing, berry and medicine
gathering, and groundhogs. Stone elders including his father and George Myers, and
Nemiah elder William Setah taught him about the “older generations” from Xeni and
25

Ehrhart-English Report, p. 27 [bolding added].
Ehrhart-English Report, p. 48 [bolding added].
27
Ehrhart-English Report, pp. 49-50 [bolding added].
28
Ehrhart-English Report, p. 53.
29
Ehrhart-English Report, p. 54 [bolding added].
30
Ehrhart-English Report, p. 50 [bolding added].
31
Plaintiffs Reply Argument. Appendix 1B-F. The Claim Area Lands of the Taseko Lakes and East of the Taseko
Lakes (Taseko Lakes, Fish Lake, Little Fish Lake (Wasp Lake) [sic], and Onion Lake, Beece Creek, “Snow
Mountains” to the East and South of Taseko Lakes).
26
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Stone traveling to the he “Dzelh Ch’ed” (Snow Mountains) east of the Taseko Lakes
each summer and fall to gather winter supplies. Mr. Myers himself continues to go to
the mountains east of the Taseko Lakes including Red Mountain each year with his
family for hunting and medicines, meeting up with and seeing other Tsilhqot’in
families. (c) Francis William’s father named a number of Yunesitin Tsilhqot’ins that “all
used to stay and trap in the area all around Nabas and the Taseko Lakes,” and told him
that there is a Tsilhqot’in trail that runs through Nabas up Big Creek to Yunesit’in. Dr.
Brealey confirms this as a pre-contact trail, and Tsilhqot’in witnesses, especially those
with ties to Stone and living in the Nabas area, testified that they traveled it in the 20th
century.
296. Joseph William gave evidence related to Tsilhqot’in use of the northern plateau
section of the Eastern Trapline, including Teztan Biny (Fish Lake), Dasiqox and
Dasiqox Biny (Taseko River and Taseko Lakes), Jididzay (Onion Lake) and Bisqox
(Beece Creek), as well as the mountainous southern section including Nabas Dzelh,
Gwetex Natel?as (Red Mountain), Chita Creek, Chita Meadow and down through Taylor
Windfall: (a) Joseph William gave evidence that the northern part of the Eastern
trapline is habitat for winter food and fur animals. He further gave evidence that
Tsilhqot’ins continued to winter in this area until the mid-20th century, regularly
trapping. (b) As an adult, Joseph William hunted all around Teztaun (Fish Lake),
Jididzay (Onion Lake), Nabas Dzelh (Anvil Mountain), Bisqox (Beece Creek), Gwetex
Natel?as (Red Mountain), Chita Creek, Chita Meadow and down through Taylor
Windfall. (c) Mr. William reported that his family, including his great-uncle John
Baptiste, and other Tsilhqot’ins from before his time, like ?Etsinlh, Basdig, Seymour and
his wife Elizabeth, Johnny Hance (Buffalo Hance) and his family, stayed in cabins
around Nabas during the winters. Other Tsilhqot’ins came to stay at Nabas, including
Vincent Setah, Zaloway Setah, Douglas Lulua, Sonny Lulua and his Danny William. (d)
Mr. William trapped and hunted around Nabas during the winter: He averred that most
of his trapping was around Teztaun Biny (Fish Lake) but that he also trapped around
Dasiqox and Dasiqox Biny (Taseko River and Taseko Lakes), Jididzay (Onion Lake) and
Bisqox (Beece Creek). He took muskrat, beaver, squirrel, rabbit, weasel, marten, lynx,
coyote, cougar and wolverine. Many members of his family trapped including his father
Jimmy William and his brothers and sisters Norman, Adam, Billy, Otis, Marvin and
Mary Jane. Wilfred William also trapped with his brother Billy in this area. Mr. William
averred that his great-uncle John Baptiste told him that he spent winters at Nabas
trapping coyotes and lynx. (e) Mr. William averred that his family would sometimes
camp in the meadows at Nabas during the summer as well, where they would hunt deer
and moose up onto Nabas Dzelh (Anvil Mountain). He recalled Sonny, Nellie and
Mariah Lulua coming to camp at their place in the summertime as well. After getting
married, Mr. William continued to go to Nabas to camp and hunt until his health
deteriorated. (f) Mr. William described building a cabin at Jididzay Biny with his father
and William Setah.891 His family used to move to the cabin in the spring so they could
trap beaver and muskrat and put cattle out to range but then the cabin burned down 2530 years ago. While staying there, his family would also fish for rainbow trout, whitefish
and Dolly Varden in Jididzay Biny, Dasiqox Biny and some of the surrounding small
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lakes. His mother would pick sunt’iny (mountain potatoes) and his father would hunt
deer and moose between Jididzay and Dasiqox (Taseko River).
166. Seymour’s wife Elizabeth. Mr. William’s father also taught him that deer bunch up
on Nabas and Tsilhqot’ins hunt them there as well. (j) Joseph William’s father Jimmy
William acquired a trapline in 1954 in the area encompassing areas including Nadilin
Yex, Teztaun (Fish Lake), Jididzay (Onion Lake), Y’anah Biny (Wasp Lake), Gwetex
Natel?as, Beece Creek, Anvil Mountain, and the eastern shore of Dasiqox Biny and part
of Dasiqox River. This trapline now forms part of the Nemiah Band Trapline. Francis
William is Sammy and Annie Bulyan’s son, and Joseph William’s uncle. (a) Mr. William
identified Teztaun (Fish Lake) as Tsilhqot’in hunting and fishing grounds and reported
that there have been Xeni Gwet’in gatherings at this location in recent years. Mr.
William averred that he has hunted in this area, and Jimmy William (Joseph
William’s father, and Francis William’s brother) and his family also camped there to
hunt and fish. (b) Francis William averred that his late brother Jimmy William and his
family lived from the time he was thirty (c. 1943) until his death at age approximately 59
(c.1972) in a cabin he had built in Whitewater Meadow to the northwest of Nabas and
east of the Dasiqox (Taseko River). Mr. William’s brother told him that he had hunted
and trapped all around Nabas, Gwetex Natel?as (Red Mountain) and Dasiqox Biny
(Taseko Lakes). This is reportedly excellent habitat for the animals hunted and trapped
by the William family. (c) Mr. William averred that his father, Sammy William (Bulyan),
who also hunted and trapped around Nabas with Mr. William’s brothers Eugene and
Jimmy, taught him that Lebusden (Johnny Baptiste), Captain George, Tsiqun (Tommy
Setah) and numerous other Tsilhqot’ins hunted and trapped in this area.907 Francis
William has also hunted around Nabas and Gwetex Natel?as (Red Mountain).
169. (c) Mr. Setah identified the entire Nabas region right up to Dasiqox Biny as
Tsilhqot’in hunting grounds that he has used for deer, squirrels, muskrats, otters,
rabbits, fisher, wolverine and moose. Mr. Setah’s grandfather Alec, as well as Bigad,
?Andeliyan, Mac, Charlie, Cowboy Foot all taught Mr. Setah that Tsilhqot’ins have
hunted in this area since the time of the ?esggidams. Many of these elders are from the
Tsilhqot’in community of Stone.
170. (g) Norman George Setah gave oral history evidence from Louis Quilt, Hadediny,
?Eweniwen and Alec Jack about a battle at Beece Creek taking place at the time of his
teachers’ grandfathers in which the Tsilhqot’in warriors “wiped out and buried” the
Lillooet under rocks at Beece Creek. As set out in the Plaintiff’s argument at paragraph
1129, “In all likelihood, the 1839 references in the Chilcotin Post Journal to a Lillooet
incursion into Tsilhqot’in territory, which initiated a concerted effort by the Tsilhqot’in,
is the first half of the same event. Setah describes at Beece Creek.”
171. Lloyd Myers, born in 1939, is a member of the Yunesit’in (Stone) band, and a
resident of the Stone Reserve, and a band councilor of that community. (a) Lloyd Myers
averred that he hunts deer, wild chickens, groundhogs, moose and gathers medicine in
the snow mountains, including Nabas Dzelh (Anvil Mountain) and Gwetex Natel?as
(Red Mountain) and was taught by his parents that Tsilhqot’ins have been camping,
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hunting, drying meat, fishing, gathering berries and medicines in this area since the time
of the ?esggidams. Mr. Myers has taken his grandchildren with him and taught them
about medicines as his parents taught him. (b) Mr. Myers hunts around Nabas, and
camps and fishes at Bisqox with his family as Tsilhqot’ins have done since the time of
the ?esggidams. Mr Myers travels from his home on the Stone reserve to the Bisqox
and Nabas Dzelh/Anvil Mountain area once or twice every year in the summertime,
and also goes to Red Mountain once or twice a year.
303. Julie Quilt is a Yunesit’in elder, and the sister of Lloyd Myers. Like Christine
Cooper’s father Johnny Hance, Julie Quilt’s father ?Esbu (Philip Myers) was also
raised by Lezebid and Seymour, who lived around Nabas, and had a cabin there. (a)
Julie Quilt gave evidence from her father of the Tsilhqot’in ?esggidams trapping in the
northern part of the Eastern trapline around Nabas, and that her father, with Seymour
and Lezebid, did the same thing in the wintertime. (b) Ms. Quilt testified that she would
go to Gwetex Natel?as (Red Mountain) with her husband Pascal and his parents in
the fall to prepare for winter by hunting deer, groundhog and moose and also
gathering pine nuts, mountain potatoes, berries and Indian hellebore. Ms. Quilt
testified that a lot of other Tsilhqot’ins who would be there at the same time and
Pascal’s parents ?Andeliyan and Eliza taught her that Tsilhqot’ins had been using
this area since the time of the ?esggidams.
304. Cecelia Quilt was born and raised at Nabas and averred to long history of
Tsilhqot’in occupation and use of Nabas. In her affidavit, she listed many of the
Tsilhqot’ins who have stayed around Nabas, but also explained that a lot of
Tsilhqot’in cabins have been burned down, including the one belonging to her family.
Ms. Quilt’s mother Louisa Quilt953 taught her that her father Petal Quilt (?Atazl) and
?Akow had lived in an underground house close to where their cabins were on the east
side of Nabas Dzelh. Ms. Quilt explained that Tsilhqot’ins would hunt and trap around
Nabas and up into the snow mountains, and described learning from her father how to
hunt and trap deer, squirrel, rabbit, muskrat, beaver, groundhog, lynx, fisher, bobcat,
coyote, moose and cougar. Her parents taught her that Tsilhqot’ins had been staying at
Nabas since before their time. Her husband’s grandmother Yellicy taught her that the
?esggidams lived, hunted and trapped at Nabas. (a) Ms. Quilt averred that the
Tsilhqot’ins who lived around Nabas would hunt deer and groundhog in the snow
mountains, including at Nabas Dzelh and Gwetex Natel?as, where deer hunting rock
blinds are. Both she and her father hunted on Nabas Dzelh every summer and fall; her
father, Bigad and Yellicy all taught her that Tsilhqot’ins had hunted on Nabas since
the time of the ?esggidams. (b) Ms. Quilt averred that Tsilhqot’ins including Jimmy
Bulyan and her father camped and hunted at Bisqox (Beece Creek) and her father
taught her Tsilhqot’ins had been using that area since the time of the ?esggidams. (c)
Cecelia Quilt gave evidence that the northern part of the Eastern trapline, including
the area around Nabas, was an ancestral trapping ground. (d) Cecelia Quilt averred
that her family fished at Teztaun (Fish Lake) and her parents and Yellicy taught her
that Tsilhqot’ins had been doing that since the time of the ?esggidams. Her aunt
Madeline Hance taught her that an old Tsilhqot’in lady who used to fish at the lake is
now buried there. She also reported that Old Seymour had a cabin near Teztaun, close
to where Jimmy Bulyan stayed.
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305. Christine Cooper was born and spent the first years of her life living year-round in
the area around Dasiqox Biny and Dasiqox. Her father was also born and raised in the
Dasiqox area. Her parents had a cabin in the meadow around Nabas where Jimmy
Bulyan’s family and Henry Solomon’s family later stayed.
176. Natel?as (Gwetex Natel?as) to take advantage of the deer migration out of the
mountains, and that this had been occurring since sadanx (ancestor time.) (c) Her
mother fished for dek’any (trout) at Teztan (Fish Lake), and trapped all winter when
living around Nabas. (d) Mrs. Cooper names Tsilhqot’in people living around Nabas
when she was a child, including Seymour and Lezebid, Jamadis (John Baptiste) and his
wife Midi, and ?Etsinlh. Cecelia Quilt’s parents ?Atazl (Petal Quilt) and Lewiza lived in
a different area, but also around Nabas. 306. Gilbert Solomon testified that he had seen
house pits at Teztaun Biny (Fish Lake) and had been taught by his father Henry
Solomon, William Setah, Jimmy Bulyan’s wife Amelia, Eugene William and other
elders that the ?esggidams lived, hunted and fished at Teztaun Biny. (a) Gilbert
Solomon averred that while his family was living in the meadow at Nabas, he hunted
with his family in Nabas for deer and moose. (b) Mr. Solomon defined Nabas as
follows: “The English name for Nabas is Anvil Mountain, but Nabas also refers to a
large area around the mountain; it is the area on the east side of the Taseko River
between Anvil Mountain and Teztan (Fish Lake).
308. Harry Setah testified that William Setah taught him that the whole area from
Teztaun (Fish Lake), Nabas, Nabas Dzelh (Anvil Mountain), Gwetex Natel?as (Red
Mountain) right down through Taylor Windfall were Tsilhqot’in summer and fall
hunting grounds for deer and moose. (a) Harry Setah testified that Henry Solomon had
a cabin in the Nabas area between Nabas (Anvil) Mountain and Teztaun (Fish Lake),
which was used by Jimmy William (Bulyan) before him. Harry Setah indicated that the
whole area between Fish Lake and Anvil Mountain is known as Nabas. (e) Harry Setah
included Fish Lake through to Anvil Mountain, Red Mountain and down into Taylor
Windfall as part of his extensive adult summertime deer and moose hunting area,
which he used as recently as 2 years prior to testifying. In spite of his busy summer
schedule (he is a park ranger), Mr. Setah tries to go to the Red Mountain area every
year. (f) On his frequent fishing trips to Teztan (Fish Lake) and Jididzay (Onion
Lake) Mr.Setah and his family also hunt for deer and moose, blue grouse and rabbits.
309. Councillor David Setah also identified the rock blinds at both Gwetex Natel?as
(Red Mountain) and T’ox T’ad, both being places that deer have to cross through when
migrating out of the mountains in the fall. Mr. Setah has hunted at Gwetex Natel?as and
testified that he learned from his father William Setah that the rock blinds date back to
the ?esggidams who hunted with bows and arrows.
185. (h) The Solomon Family lived year-round in the Eastern Trapline area through
the 1980s and until the early 1990s, using three cabins, at Nabas and Jididzay. While
they live in the Nemiah Valley today, the Solomon family still goes into the area each
year.
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5.1.3 Evidence of Trails in the Vicinity of the Proposed Mine Site
The 2007 Trial evidence contains a map showing transportation routes that have been established
and used and continue to be used by the Tsilhqot’in. There are several trails within the mine site
and adjacent areas as shown on Figure 2 (yellow dashed lines are outlines of trial claim area).

FIGURE 6: Land and Water Trails in the Vicinity of the Proposed Prosperity Mine Site

Large Animal Hunting
Map 1A illustrates that Tsilhqot’in members use the proposed mine site area including Teztan
Biny (Fish Lake), Y’anah Biny (Little Fish Lake), Teztan Yeqox (Fish Creek), Wasp Lake and
along the lower Teztan Yeqox road and Taseko Lake Road extensively for large animal hunting.
The north end of lower Dasiqox Biny, length of Dasiqox (Taseko River), Bisqox (Beece Creek),
at Jididzay Biny (Onion Lake), and Anvil Mountain are also extensively used. North of the
proposed Prosperity Mine site, Tsilhqot’in people hunt large animals in the Elkin Creek, Cardiff
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Mountain and Delgi Chosh Biny (Big Lake) areas. It can be seen that hunting occurs adjacent to
road and trail corridors and that the entire Teztan Yeqox watershed area is utilized.
Results from the TNG 2001 study indicates that Tsilhqot’in members from ?Esdilagh, Tl’esqox,
Tl’entinqox, Tsi Del Del, Xeni Gwet’in and Yunest’in reported hunting (killing) large animals in
the zone covered by this map. Deer and moose are the predominant species hunted in this area,
although black bear and mountain goat are also hunted. In total, approximately 51 interviewees
provided information on 463 large animal kill sites in this geographic area for the TNG 2001
study.
The Ehrhart-English (1994) study reveals that Xeni Gwet’in Elders, middle-aged adults and
young people all reported hunting moose and deer in the study area she used for her study (see
Figure 1), which is situated within the area covered by Map 1A.
Map 4A/B illustrates hunting (large and small animals) occurs throughout the mine site area, and
in areas to the south and west of the proposed mine site. It is important to bear in mind that the
information presented in Map Series #4 is based upon testimony from only eleven people and
that the 2007 Trial, with the exception of the Eastern Trapline area focussed on areas west of the
Dasiqox (i.e. less than 13% of the geographic area covered in the 2007 Trial falls within the
boundaries depicted on the map).
Map 1B - Small Animal Hunting
Map 1B illustrates that the central and western portion of the mine site area is heavily used for
hunting and trapping of the full range of smaller mammal, waterfowl and upland bird species.
Additionally, the Ground Hog Creek and area northeast of Anvil Mountain are important areas.
During the TNG 2001 study, approximately 33 interviewees, from Tl’esqox, Tl’etinqox, Xeni
Gwet’in and Yunest’in, provided information on 225 small animal kill sites in this geographic
area.
Map 1C – Fishing
Map 1C illustrates that Teztan Biny and the upper reach of Teztan Yeqox just below Teztan
Biny, as well as Y’anah Biny and Teztan Yeqox above and below this lake, are important fishing
locations. Other fishing locations include Wasp Lake, Jididzay Biny, Lower Dasiqox Biny,
Lastman Lake, and Dasiqox below the confluence with Teztan Yeqox, and Delgi Chosh Biny
(Big Lake). Fish species harvested include trout, suckers, Dolly Varden, mountain whitefish,
steelhead, and salmon. During the TNG 2001 study, approximately 72 interviewees, representing
all six Tsilhqot’in communities, provided information on 272 fishing sites in this geographic
area.
Map 4C also indicates that fishing is focussed at Teztan Biny, Jididzay Biny, in Lower Dasiqox
Biny, at Delgi Chosh Biny (Big Lake), and in several small lakes to the southeast of Teztan Biny.
Map 1D – Plant Gathering
Map 1D illustrates that plant gathering (food, medicinal, special and other purposes) occurs all
along Teztan Yeqox below Teztan Biny, around the north, west and south shores of Teztan Biny,
and that areas adjacent to Y’anah Biny and Wasp Lake are extensively used. The entire length of
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Bisqox is used for plant gathering. The northern end of Lower Dasiqox Biny, Jididzay Biny,
Cardiff Mountain, Delgi Chosh Biny (Big Lake) and Anvil Mountain areas are also important
plant gathering areas. During the TNG 2001 study, approximately 46 interviewees from
Tl’esqox, Tl’etinqox, Xeni Gwet’in and Yunest’in provided information on 168 plant gathering
sites in this geographic area.
Map 4D also demonstrates that plant gathering occurs throughout the area to the south of Teztan
Biny.
Traditional Use of Other Resources
Important areas for drinking water, hay meadows, wild horse sightings and corrals occur
throughout the map area. It can be seen that the Y’anah Biny and Wasp Lake areas are
extensively used, as well as the north and south shores of Teztan Biny and lower Teztan Yeqox
and the area where the Taseko Lake Road and Teztan Biny roads merge. The road corridor north
of Jididzay Biny, and the south end of Delgi Chosh Biny (Big Lake) are also identified as high
use areas. During the TNG 2001 study, approximately 46 interviewees from Tl’esqox,
Tl’etinqox, Xeni Gwet’in and Yunest’in provided information on 142 sites in this geographic
area.
Occupation Places
Map 1F illustrates places that where Tsilhqot’in members stay when they are out on the land
(e.g. cabins, camp sites, gathering places) and places where Tsilhqot’in people know their
parents, grandparents and ancestors have occupied the land (e.g. cache pits, bark huts,
underground houses, village sites, pit houses/kigli holes, bridges and water crossing areas).
The map indicates there are numerous occupation sites/places throughout the Teztan area, along
Bisqox, the Anvil Mountain area, the north end of Lower Dasiqox, Jididzay Biny, along the
Taseko Lake Road to and past the confluence of Teztan Yeqox and north to Delgi Chosh Biny
(Big Lake). During the TNG 2001 study, approximately 68 interviewees, Tl’esqox, Tl’etinqox,
Xeni Gwet’in and Yunest’in, provided 289 recorded sites/places in this geographic area. Map 4F
indentifies Tsilhqot’in occupation sites in the same places as depicted in Map 1F.
Cultural Heritage Places
Map 1G indicates the general locations of cultural heritage places (e.g. social celebration sites,
ceremony sites, sacred or spiritual places, health sites, etc.). It can be seen that Teztan Biny,
Y’anah Biny, Teztan Yeqox, and Wasp Lake are important cultural heritage places, as are the
north end of Lower Dasiqox Biny, Lastman Lake, Cardiff Mountain, and Delgi Chosh Biny (Big
Lake) areas. In total, approximately 19 interviewees, from Tl’etinqox, Xeni Gwet’in and
Yunest’in, provided 35 recorded sites in this geographic area during the TNG 2001 study. Map
4G also identifies cultural heritage places at Teztan Biny.
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5.2 Tsilhqot’in Current Use and Cultural Heritage Values in the
Taseko Lake Road and Dasiqox Corridors
Information about current use and cultural heritage for the Dasiqox and Taseko Lake Road
corridors is depicted on Maps 2A through 2G and Maps 4A/B through 4G. During the TNG
2001 study, 132 Tsilhqot’in interviewees provided approximately 4,200 “recorded uses” in this
area.
Large Animal Hunting
Map 2A illustrates that the entire length of the Taseko Lake Road, all around the community of
Yunest’in, the southern portion of the Dasiqox and at ?Elhixidlin (the confluence of the Dasiqox
and Tŝilhqox/Chilko Rivers) Tsilhqot’in members hunt large animals (deer, moose, bighorn
sheep, mountain goat, black bear) are used extensively by Tsilhqot’in for large animal hunting
(deer, moose, bighorn sheep, mountain goat, black bear). Other important areas for large animal
hunting include Xesha?aqex (Tete Angela Creek), Nabi Tŝi Biny (Elkin Lake) and Creek,
?Elhitadiljez (Haines Creek) and chain lakes, and Towydkin, Tsuh, Kliyul and Ragan Lakes. In
total, approximately 70 interviewees, representing all Tsilhqot’in communities, provided 839
recorded sites in this geographic area.
Map 4A/B also indicates extensive use of the west side of the Dasiqox and the Nabi Tŝi Biny
(Elkin Lake) and Creek areas for hunting purposes (note that the “study area” for the 2007 Trial
only covered the area on the west side of the Dasiqox).
Small Animal Hunting
Virtually the entire area covered by the Taseko Lake Road and Dasiqox corridors is intensely
used by Tsilhqot’in members for hunting and trapping small animals (furbearers, waterfowl,
upland birds). In total, approximately 53 interviewees from Tl’esqox, Tl’etinqox, Xeni Gwet’in
and Yunest’in, provided 608 recorded sites in this geographic area.
Fishing
Map 2C illustrates that the entire Dasiqox is used by Tsilhqot’in members for fishing purposes.
Other important fishing locations include Nabi Tŝi Biny (Elkin Lake) and Creek, Xesha?aqex
(Tete Angela Creek), Haines, Scum, Norma Lake (chain lakes) area, tributaries of Towydkin and
Tsuh Lakes, Cheshiqox (Minton Creek) and the Tŝilhqox (Chilcotin River). Species identified as
being harvested in the noted areas include: salmon, trout, Dolly Varden, Steelheads, suckers, In
total, approximately 106 interviewees, representing all six Tsilhqot’in communities, provided
605 recorded sites in this geographic area.
Map 4C also documents fishing occurs along Elkin Creek and Lake, Scum Lake, and on the
Tŝilhqox (Chilko River) at the confluence of the Dasiqox (?Elhixidlin area) and at Yunest’in.
The reader is reminded that the 2007 Trial did not focus on fishing and that the map is based
upon information from a very small sample size (11 people).
Plant Gathering
Map 2D illustrates that intensive plant gathering (for food, medicinal, special and other
purposes) occurs throughout the area near the community of Yunest’in, at various locations
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along the Taseko Lake Road, at Vedan and Nabi Tŝi Biny (Elkin Lake), Nun Creek, north and
south of Scum and Haines Lakes, at Towydkin, Tsuh and Kliyul Lakes, McDermot Creek where
it intersects Taseko Lake Road, and at the confluence of Dasiqox and Tŝilhqox (Chilko River)
(?Elhixidlin). In total, approximately 71 interviewees, representing all six Tsilhqot’in
communities, provided 348 recorded sites in this geographic area.
Map 4D also shows plant gathering occurs throughout the area south of Teztan Biny, near the
intersection of the Teztan Biny and Taseko Lake Roads, along the Dasiqox near the confluence
of Elkin Creek and in the area around the community of Yunest’in.

Traditional Use of Other Resources
Map 2E indicates important areas for drinking water, hay meadows, wild horse sightings and
corrals occur throughout the map area. The Tŝilhqox (Chilcotin River) near and south of
Yunest’in are intensively used, as are areas on the south side of Towydkin Lake, McDermot
Creek, the ?Elhitadiljez (Haines Creek) chain lakes area, and the Elkin Creek area. In total,
approximately 83 interviewees, representing all six Tsilhqot’in communities, provided
information on 578 sites in this geographic area. Map 4E indicates Tsilhqot’in also utilize the
Nuntsi Creek area and an area just southeast of Nabi Tŝi Biny (Elkin Lake) for grazing purposes.
Occupation Places
Occupation places are evident all along the Taseko Lake Road and Dasiqox and at the various
smaller lakes (particularly Towydkin, Tsuh, Kliyul, Ragan, Elkin, ?Elhitadiljez (Haines Creek)
chain lakes) and along the Tŝilhqox (Chilko River/Chilcotin River) both at the confluence of the
Dasiqox (?Elhixidlin) and at Yunest’in, as shown on Map 2F. In total, approximately 94
interviewees, representing all six Tsilhqot’in communities, provided information on 851 sites in
this geographic area. Map 4F also indicates occupation places throughout the west side of
Dasiqox, the Tŝilhqox (Chilko River/Chilcotin River) near the confluence with the Dasiqox, and
at Yunest’in.
Cultural Heritage Places
Cultural heritage places area evident throughout the Taseko Lake Road and Dasiqox corridors
and at the various smaller lakes as shown on Map 2G. Multiple sites are evident at the south end
of Nabi Tŝi Biny (Elkin Lake), Scum Lake, ?Elhitadiljez (Haines Creek), on McDermot Creek,
around Towydkin and Tsuh Lakes, the Tŝilhqox (Chilko River) and Dasiqox confluence
(?Elhixidlin), and around the Yunest’in community. In total, approximately 56 interviewees,
representing all six Tsilhqot’in communities, provided information on 248 sites in this
geographic area. Map 4G also shows cultural heritage places at the junction of the Tŝilhqox
(Chilko River) and Dasiqox Rivers and at Yunest’in.
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5.3 Tsilhqot’in Current Use and Cultural Heritage Values in the
Transmission Line Corridor
Information about Tsilhqot’in current use and cultural heritage for the area adjacent to the
Dasiqox and adjacent to the Taseko Lake Road is depicted on Maps 3A through 3G. During the
TNG 2001 study about 50 Tsilhqot’in interviewees, with representatives from all six Tsilhqot’in
communities, provided approximately 380 “recorded uses” in this area.32

Map 3A - Large Animal Hunting
Map 3A indicates areas where Tsilhqot’in members identified harvesting large animals (deer,
moose and bear) along the transmission corridor. Intensively used areas include an area just east
of Teztan Biny, along the road from to Vedan Mountain, the Yelts’ig Biny (Kloakut Lake),
Bambrick/Willan Creek, ?Echish (Mons Lake)/?Echish Yeqox (Mons Creek) and Big Creek
areas, as well as the Tilton Creek, Vedan Creek and Farwell Creek areas. During the TNG 2001
study about 32 Tsilhqot’in interviewees provided approximately 132 “recorded uses” in this area.
Map 3B - Small Animal Hunting
Small game (waterfowl, upland birds, beaver, muskrat) are harvested extensively along various
segments of the transmission corridor, particularly the area east of Teztan Biny and from
Bambrick Creek east to Farwell Creek and an area east of Word Creek. During the TNG 2001
study about 11 Tsilhqot’in interviewees, from ?Esdilagh, Tl’esqox, Tl’etinqox, Xeni Gwet’in and
Yunest’in, provided approximately 82 “recorded uses” in this area.
Map 3C – Fishing
Fish (trout, salmon) are harvested in the small tributaries on the east side of Teztan Biny, at
Yelts’ig Biny (Kloakut Lake), Bambrick, Willan, Big and Mons Creek, at ?Echish (Mons Lake),
and on the Frazer River. During the TNG 2001 study about 23 Tsilhqot’in interviewees, from
?Esdilagh, Tl’esqox, Tl’etinqox, Xeni Gwet’in and Yunest’in, provided approximately 44
“recorded uses” in this area.
Map 3D – Plant Gathering
Tsilhqot’in members harvest plants for food, medicinal, special and other purposes extensively in
the Yelts’ig Biny (Kloakut Lake), Brambrick Creek, Willan Creek, Big Creek, ?Echish (Mons
Lake) and ?Echish Yeqox (Mons Creek) areas, and in the vicinity of Tilton Creek and Meason
Creek, east of the Frazer River. During the TNG 2001 study about 11 Tsilhqot’in interviewees
from ?Esdilagh, Tl’esqox, Tl’etinqox, Xeni Gwet’in and Yunest’in provided approximately 34
“recorded uses” in this area.
Map 3E – Traditional Use of Other Resources
Important areas for drinking water, hay meadows, wild horse sightings and corrals occur at
Yelts’ig Biny (Kloakut Lake), Bambrick Creek, Big Creek, near ?Echish Yeqox (Mons Creek)
32

As discussed in Section 2.2, participation rates in the TNG 2001 study by certain communities was low. In
particular, participation by the two most easterly Tsilhqot’in communities, ?Esdilagh and Tl’esqox, was only 8.2%
and 18.4% of the adult population, respectively.
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and at a small lake draining into Word Creek. In total, approximately 7 interviewees from
?Esdilagh, Tl’esqox, Tl’etinqox, and Yunest’in provided information on 25 sites in this
geographic area for the TNG 2001 study.
Map 3F – Occupation Places
There are a number of occupation places identified within the transmission corridor area as
depicted on Map 3F. There is a concentration of occupation places along Bambrick Creek and
on the north side of ?Echish (Mons Lake). In total, approximately 25 interviewees from
Tl’esqox, Tl’etinqox, Xeni Gwet’in and Yunest’in provided information on 54 sites in this
geographic area for the TNG 2001 study.
Map 3G – Cultural Heritage
Several cultural heritage places are identified in the transmission corridor area along Bambrick
Creek south of Willan Lake and east and west of the intersection with Big Creek, west of
?Echish (Mons Lake), on Big Creek below Mons Creek, and near Tilton Creek. In total,
approximately 5 interviewees from Tl’esqox, Tl’etinqox, and Yunest’in provided information on
7 sites in this geographic area for the TNG 2001 study.

5.4 Concluding Remarks
Notwithstanding the limited resources that TNG had to respond to the CEAA Panel’s request for
current use and cultural heritage information and the various limitations of the studies and data
which were relied upon to create the maps submitted with this report, TNG has done its best to
compile existing information about current use of lands and resources by members of the
Tsilhqot’in Nation for traditional purposes, including cultural heritage places. Map Series #1
through #4 indicate Tsilhqot’in members do utilize extensive lands and resources for traditional
use purposes within the area which may be harmed or adversely affected by the proposed
Prosperity mine and/or where traditional use activities and cultural heritage values may be
adversely affected during the construction, operation and post closure phases of the proposed
mine. As invited by the CEAA Panel, the Tsilhqot’in National Government will endeavour to
encourage Tsilhqot’in members to provide additional and supplementary information on current
use and cultural heritage during the pending public hearings.
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